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Abstract

Originally published in Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, 1996, Vol 41(5), 462-463. “The Emotional Life of the Toddler” (see record 1993-98477-000) reflects a wellness and optimistic counterpoint to the more traditional professional treatises about developmental disorders and pathologies. Helpful chapters are devoted to each of two current challenges to successful base running, namely divorce of parents and day care arrangements for children with working parents. Practical hints for coping with toddlers' being stranded on or staggering between foreign bases are given hopefully to yield win-win accommodations. Although I would relish more attention being given to the influence of fathers and grandparents on the toddler's emotional life, this book clearly touches all the important bases; in fact, it hits a grand-slam home run in its enlightening commentary on the most popular and emotionally fulfilling national pastime of parenting. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2006 APA, all rights reserved)
Touch basis and touching basis are also incorrect, and probably based on phonological similarities between basis and bases. The trick to remember the difference. In baseball, it should be your goal to touch all the bases. In writing, you only need keeping valuables safe at the beach can be difficult. These are the best anti-theft beach bags and waterproof beach safe solutions for your valuables. Most are relatively inexpensive starting at as little as $7. Just make sure you have the lanyard securely around your neck or wrist while you swim. These are the top three waterproof smartphone pouches on the market at the moment. Kona Submariner Waterproof Phone Case. Read about home safety tips and resources that explain safety at home, online and handling deceptive phone calls. Ask us about home security 800-613-6980 or visit ADT.com. Expect a call from an ADT Security Specialist as soon as possible. If you want a reply sooner, call us directly at: Close window. Error.